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PRICE GUIDE
B - Under ฿500
BB - ฿500 - ฿1,000
BBB - ฿1,000 - ฿1,500
BBBB - ฿1,500 +
Approximate price per person, include appetizer, main course &
dessert
DISCLAIMER:
At the time of research, the restaurants were fully operational,
EXO Travel cannot be held responsible for any changes in
opening times, phone numbers or adjustments to the prices or
content in the restaurant guide
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THE SERVICE 1921 RESTAURANT & BAR

WHY GO?
Enjoy contemporary Thai, Chinese Szechuan and Vietnamese dishes created by expert chefs from each cuisine, either soaking up a
sociable scene in the communal dining rooms, or reserving the private dining room which is accessed through a secret book shelf door
in the library wall.

LE COQ D’OR

WHY GO?
Le Coq D’or Restaurant has been opened for 40 years and set in a stylish old English Country House near the River. It is known for its
finest French Dining in Chiang Mai. The Restaurant will delight in the best prepared seasonal produce to help savor the flavour of
French cuisine. There is also live music performed every night except Sunday.
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DAVID’S KITCHEN

WHY GO?
Rocketed to Chiang Mai’s top best restaurants list where David’s Kitchen offers a fantastic French and Thai cuisine in a riverside
romantic setting. Diners will also be greeted by David himself and discuss the wide-ranging of menus based of French cuisine with some
selection of Thai fusion dishes.

CUISINE DE GARDEN

WHY GO?
There are always pleasant surprises at this young, exciting and innovative kitchen where the chef and owners mingle with the guests
and the atmosphere is casual and friendly.
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THE PALETTE - 137 PILLARS

WHY GO?
One of Chiang Mai’s most exquisite restaurants in a colonial-style house, The Palette’s décor is all about elegance, history and classical.
Also the presentations of the dishes being served are bold and colourful to add more excitement to the dining experience.

RACHAMANKHA

WHY GO?
This exquisite boutique hotel in the heart of the city is home to a stylish restaurant decorated with rare antiques and interesting Asian
art set around a Chinese-style courtyard, making it a favourite for romantic nights-out.
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